A scheme is described for the automatic domain decomposition and creation of overset grids around surface discontinuities. Curves along surface discontinuities are called seam curves. The seam curves are rst automatically extracted from a multiple panel network description of the surface. Points where three or more seam curves meet are automatically identied and are called seam corners. Surface grids that cover the local region around the seam corners are then automatically generated. The seam curves are automatically trimmed away from the seam corners, and hyperbolic surface grids are grown from the trimmed seam curves. Examples of complex grid systems created with the above scheme are given for the X-38 Crew Return Vehicle, a generic nned-store con guration, and the Hyper-X research v ehicle. Steady and unsteady ow solutions are computed for the rst two cases, respectively, and the computed ow results are compared with those obtained using more conventional grid systems.
Introduction
In the overset grid approach 1 to computing ows around complex con gurations, surface grid generation remains a time consuming task. The process involves decomposition of the surface domain and crea t i o n o f o verlapping surface grids both always require some user expertise and signi cant e ort. This paper describes a scheme that reduces the manual labor needed to perform the above tasks. Such improvements of the overset computational procedure can signi cantly enhance the design and analysis process of Senior Research Scientist, MCAT, Inc., Senior Member AIAA y Aerospace Engineer, NASA Johnson Space Center, Member AIAA This paper is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.1999 complex aerospace vehicles. The current w ork is built upon two earlier e orts involving overset surface grid generation. A brief review will rst be given.
The rst e ort is the concept of hyperbolic surface grid generation introduced by Steger. 2 3 A nearly orthogonal surface grid is created by m a r c hing from an initial curve onto a reference surface. The side and outer boundaries do not have to be speci ed, and can remain unconstrained. Such methods are particularly suited for the overset approach where neighboring grids can overlap arbitrarily. Moreover, grid generation e ort is reduced since only one initial curve needs to be speci ed instead of the four initial curves required for algebraic and elliptic methods. Extension of Steger's scheme to march on complex reference surfaces consisting of multiple panel networks was performed by C h a n a n d Buning. 4 Multiple surface grids are marched onto the reference surface from a set of initial curves. Limited control of the behavior at the side boundaries is available through user-speci ed boundary conditions. Such a collection of hyperbolic surface grids may o r m a y not cover the reference surface completely.
The second e ort was performed by Chan and Meakin 5 to automatically ll the gaps on the reference surface not covered by t h e s e t o f h yperbolically grown surface grids. This work also introduced the terminology of seam curves and seam grids. Seam curves are curves on the geometry surface where a grid line should be placed. These include curves along sharp edges, intersection curves between components, high curvature contours such as leading edges of wings, and open boundaries such as the symmetry plane curve of a half body. Surface grids grown from the seam curves by a marching scheme are called seam grids. A procedure was developed to automatically ll the gaps between the seam grids on the smooth regions of the surface using algebraic methods.
The current work contributes to the automation Previously, seam curves needed to be manually identied and extracted from the surface de nition using a CAD package (e.g., ICEMCFD, 6 PRO-ENGINEER 7 ), or a grid generation package (e.g., GRIDGEN, 8 OVERGRID 9 ). The user had to then decompose the region around the seam curves into four-sided domains for the creation of seam grids. This step typically relied heavily on the experience of the user on nding proper strategies to perform decomposition on complex surface domains. The di culty lay in the fact that there is no unique decomposition of the surface and that there are no formal rules for the construction of a`good' decomposition. Grid points then had to be distributed on the seam curves to properly resolve the local geometry. Creation of the seam surface grids by h yperbolic marching also required the speci cation of marching distances and grid spacings. A scheme to automate most of the above steps, including some simple rules for domain decomposition around surface discontinuities is described in Section 2. A solution pre-processing tool for automatic creation of input les for the volume grid generator, domain connectivity program and ow solver is presented in Section 3. Some results on ow solutions obtained using the current new gridding strategy are shown in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Surface Grid Generation Scheme
The current scheme for overset seam grid generation consists of 5 automated steps which are described in Sections 2.1 to 2.5 below. The X-38 Crew Return Vehicle is used as an example to illustrate the various steps. Section 2.6 presents a more complex example on the Hyper-X vehicle. A software tool called SEAMCR was developed to perform these steps.
Seam Curve Identi cation and Extraction
The starting point of the process is the surface geometry of the con guration. Currently, only a multiple panel network description of the surface is accepted (see Figure 1) . Each panel network consists of a rectangular array o f points. A degenerate edge on a boundary of a panel network is allowed where all points collapse to a singular point. Small gaps up to a given tolerance are permitted between panel networks, but gaps are not allowed near points where multiple seam curves meet. Also, the surface description is assumed to be trimmed, i.e., only the outer mold line or wetted surface of the geometry is present.
Given the above constraints on the surface description, the rst step of the process is to identify the seam curves automatically. A seam curve is made up of a sequence of segments where each segment is an edge of a quadrilateral (quad) on the panel network description of the surface. An interior or boundary edge of a panel network may be selected. The following three situations may arise.
(1) An interior edge is selected if the angle between the surface normals of the two quads it separates is larger than a given angle threshold (Figure 2a) . (2) A boundary edge is selected if it is adjacent t o n o other panel network, i.e., it is on an open boundary such as the symmetry plane for a half vehicle (Figure 2b) . (3) A search is performed to determine if a boundary edge is adjacent to a quad from a neighboring panel network. The boundary edge is selected if it passes the above angle test for the two quads that it is adjacent to in panel networks A and B as shown in the example in Figure 2b .
The quad edges selected by the above criteria are automatically connected to form a set of seam curves. If (1) and (3) above m a y not be enough to avoid such situations. In these cases, the user can use an interactive graphical tool such a s O VERGRID to remove the extraneous seam curves before proceeding to the next step. The SEAMCR code provides a mechanism to stop the process after the seam curve extraction step. After adjustments of the seam curves by the user, the results can be fed to SEAMCR in restart mode to complete the rest of the steps.
Adjusted seam curves for the X-38 are shown in Figure 3 . On inspection, there is no obvious best choice on an approach for generating hyperbolic surface grids from these seam curves. The di culty lies in automatically determining the end-point treatment w h e r e multiple seam curves meet. However, automation may be more attainable if the seam curves are trimmed away from the intersection points. Then grid lines emanating from the end points of each seam curve c a n b e allowed to oat freely under a hyperbolic marching scheme. The next step then, is to identify the seam curve i n tersection points (seam corners) as described in the next section.
Seam Corner Identi cation
If one end of a seam curve meets an interior point from another seam curve, the latter seam curve is automatically split into 2 seam curves at the intersection point. A seam corner is de ned to be a point where 3 or more end points of seam curves coincide and such points are automatically identi ed by SEAMCR. The degree of the corner is given by the number of seam curves meeting at the corner. A corner on an open 
Seam Corner Surface Grid Generation
In order to build a grid that has grid lines coinciding to all seam curves connected to a seam corner, a special surface grid topology is introduced with a singular axis point a t the corner and radial curves emanating from the corner. Each seam curve connected to the seam corner is followed by one of the radial curves of the surface grid. The topology of such a grid is analogous to a polar grid in two dimensions. An automatic procedure for generating such a spider-web-like surface grid is described in this section. The spider web grid generation scheme described below i s v alid for corners of any degree. For a certain class of seam corners of degree 3 or 4, it is possible to design a surface grid topology that does not involve a singular point. While special tests can be implemented to detect such situations, this paper will focus on an automatic procedure for the spider web topology that works for any t ype of seam corner.
Seam Curve Ordering
The rst step is to determine the order of the seam curves going around the corner, and whether the cor 
Circumferential Point Distribution
T h e s e a m c u r v es divide the circumferential direction into sectors where each sector is bounded by t wo seam curves. The number of points used in each sector N s is based on the angle s between the bounding seam curves at the corner. A general rule of one point per 10 degrees is used but the numb e r o f p o i n ts in a sector is not allowed to fall below 5 . The distribution of points in the circumferential direction is further readjusted by a s c heme discussed in Section 2.3.4.
Determination of Radial Distance
A uniform grid spacing is used in the radial direction. This is given by a global parameter s g that governs the desired general grid resolution on the geometry surface. The parameter can be user supplied or given by a default based on some fraction of the bounding box diagonal of the con guration. The actual radial grid spacing used in each spider web grid is adjusted if necessary so that there are at least 5 points in the radial direction.
The radial extent of the surface grid is automatically determined from the smallest length computed from the following 3 constraints.
(1) Fraction of distance from the corner to the closest segment o f a n y seam curve not connected to the corner.
(2) Fraction of the total length of a seam curve connected to the corner. Condition (1) ensures that the surface grid does not get too close to neighboring seam curves. Condition (2) ensures that the surface grid does not get too close to the other end of a seam curve connected to the corner. A typical value for the fraction used for both conditions (1) and (2) is about 0.7. Condition (3) is an estimate on the maximum circumferential grid spacing based on the assumption that the seam curves connected to the corner are straight lines. The maximum circumferential grid spacing increases with radial distance from the corner. By limiting this grid spacing to be less than the global spacing parameter s g , t h e maximum radial extent of the grid is also restricted.
Generation of Spider Web Grids
The algorithm used for creating the spider web grids is outlined here. Let the J index denote the radial direction with J=1 at the corner, and the K index denote the circumferential direction.
(1) Points along the seam curves connected to the corner are redistributed based on the uniform spacing and up to the radial distance discussed in Section 2.3.3. The redistributed points are loaded into appropriate K=constant g r i d l i n e s of the surface grid. Note that the seam curves and hence these grid lines are not necessarily straight lines.
(2) The remaining K=constant grid lines are lled by sector. For each sector, points along a J=constant grid line are obtained by blending the radial vector from the corner and the vectors along the bounding seam curves of the sector. The blended grid points are projected back onto the bilinear surface de ned by t h e m ultiple panel network of the reference surface. Since the seam curves are not always straight lines, the actual maximum circumferential grid spacing may exceed the estimates used in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Such situations are automatically detected, and extra grid points are automatically added and smoothed in the circumferential direction so that s g is not exceeded.
Spider web grids created on the X-38 with the above automatic scheme are shown in Figure 5. 
Trimming and Point Redistribution
The next step requires trimming the seam curves from the seam corners. End points of seam curves connected to a corner are automatically removed such that su cient o verlap is maintained between the spider web grid and the seam curves. Next, grid points are automatically redistributed on the trimmed seam curves based on turning angles such that the global grid spacing s g is never exceeded. The turning angle j (radians) at point j on a curve is de ned to be j = ; cos ;1 (r j+ r j; )
wherer j = (x y z) T j ,r j+ is a unit vector in the direction of (r j+1 ;r j ) a n d r j; is a u n i t vector in the direction of (r j;1 ;r j ). For example, would be zero for segments along a straight line. Sharp and rounded turns on a seam curve are automatically detected and the grid spacing is reduced to s g around the turn where 0 < < 1 . Detection of a sharp turn is achieved by simply checking if the turning angle exceeds a speci ed threshold at a point. A robust method to detect a rounded turn is more difcult to design, however. The current s c heme analyzes the turning angles over a range of points to locate the start and end of the turn. Note that the turning angle at each p o i n t inside the turn can be di erent f r o m each other, and its value may even be zero at one of more points in the turn. For a sharp turn, the total turning angle t is used to determine , w h i c h is set to 1 ; tanh( t =90:0) with t measured in degrees. With this scheme, the grid spacing decreases with increase of turning angle. For a rounded turn, a uniform spacing of s g is employed inside the turn where is computed such that the turning angle at any p o i n t i n t h e redistributed curve does not exceed a given max . In SEAMCR, a max of 15 degrees is currently used. A special stretching function was developed to geometrically blend the s g spacing at the turn to a uniform spacing of s g away from the turn. Automatic grid point redistribution near a rounded turn on a seam curve is illustrated in Figure 6. 
Generation of Hyperbolic Surface Grids
The nal step is to create the seam surface grids by marching from the trimmed seam curves. For each seam curve, the following inputs are required by the hyperbolic surface grid generator SURGRD. 4 Complete automation is achieved if all 5 inputs are automatically computed. (2) is automated by simply selecting the free oating boundary condition at the end points.
Items 3, 4 a n d 5 de ne the spacing distribution in the marching direction. A new feature in SURGRD speci es the spacing distribution via the input of a stretching ratio, initial and end spacing, and a marching distance. Starting from the initial curve, grid points in the marching direction are created using a geometric stretching with the given stretching ratio and initial spacing. If the speci ed end spacing is reached before the marching distance is completed, the rest of the domain is padded with a uniform grid made up with the prescribed end spacing. The stretching ratio is automatically adjusted if necessary so that the grid points t within the marching distance. If the speci ed end spacing is not reached before the marching distance is completed, the scheme falls back t o a h yperbolic tangent stretching with the prescribed initial and end spacing. The advantage of this scheme is as follows.
(1) The same stretching ratio, initial and end spacing can be used for all grids. There is no need to predetermine the number of points needed for the marching distance speci ed.
(2) By specifying the end spacing to be the global grid spacing parameter s g , the stretching function will never produce a grid that exceeds this spacing. For items 3 and 4 of the SURGRD input, a stretching ratio of 1.2, an initial spacing of 0:4 s g and an end spacing of s g were used for all grids. Automatic determination of the marching distance is a more di cult problem. In general, each p o i n t o n t h e initial curve may be prescribed a di erent marching distance. For now, the marching distances at the two ends of the initial curve are automatically determined and linear interpolation is used to obtain the marching distances for the points in between. The marching distance at an end point i s c hosen to be the same as the radial extent o f a n y spider web grid connected to that end of the initial curve. If no spider web grid is connected to an end point, the marching distance is chosen to be half the distance to the closest edge of any neighboring seam curve. A SURGRD input le with the above automated parameter selection is written out by SEAMCR. The result of applying this input le to the X-38 test case is shown in Figure 7 . After following the surface grid generation scheme described in Sections 2.1 to 2.5, one nds that the domain around the surface discontinuities has been decomposed and surface grids have been created around these discontinuities. The resulting set of seam grids can now be handed to the SBLOCK code 5 to ll the gaps in between the seam grids.
Hyper-X Test Case
The surface grid generation scheme described in this section is applied to a more complex geometry for testing. Figure 8 shows the front, back, and various close-up views of spider web grids and trimmed seam curves for the Hyper-X vehicle. The con guration consists of 51 panel networks and 38 seam curves. A total of 23 spider web grids and 45 trimmed seam curves were created. Several of the spider web grids have t o cover complex surface saddle points where sharp convex and concave corners meet. A close up view of the volume grid at one of the saddle points is given in Figure 9. 
Flow Solution Pre-processing
The procedure described so far has reduced the time and e ort needed from the user for generating overset surface grids. Such automated techniques tend to produce a large number of surface grids, increasing the amount of work required to create input les for all of the subsequent steps in the ow computation process. These steps include the manual creation of input les for the volume grid generator, domain connectivity c o d e , o w s o l v er and visualization software and subsequent iterative modi cations to these les.
The OVERCHK utility code has been developed to automate the creation of these input les. The new domain decomposition technique generates a collection of surface grids with fairly simple topologies, making boundary condition detection a straightforward procedure. Additionally, these topologically simple surface grids are ideal for hyperbolic volume grid generation and make robust automated volume grid generation possible. OVERCHK automatically detects a number of di erent boundary conditions from an input set of surface grids or volume grids and uses these boundary conditions to create input les for the HYPGEN 10 hyperbolic volume grid generator, the PEGASUS 11 domain connectivity code, and the OVERFLOW 12 ow solver. Additionally, these boundary conditions can be written out as a PLOT3D 13 command le to visually display and verify the boundary conditions for all of the input grids simultaneously.
Flow Solution Results
The new gridding strategy described in Section 2 tends to produce more grids than a typical manual decomposition scheme. Moreover, some of the automatically created grids contain a singular axis point. These singular points are used to resolve sharp geometric discontinuities and often have to resolve important ow eld discontinuities. It is important t o v erify that such a grid system does not degrade the accuracy, stability, and convergence characteristics of the ow solution. Tests performed on two con gurations are described below.
X-38 Crew Return Vehicle
The rst example used to test the proposed domain decomposition scheme was the X-38 Crew Return Vehicle, design revision 3.1. The SBLOCK code 5 was rst employed to ll the gaps between the seam grids shown in Figure 7 . Unfortunately, some of the grids produced were undesirably small. A di erent approach to ll the gaps was employed by manually adjusting the hyperbolic marching distances from the various seam curves using the OVERGRID 9 graphical interface. Although it is not automated yet, the entire process required only about 3 hours of user time.
Solutions on the present g r i d s y s t e m w ere compared to solutions obtained on the original grid system created at NASA Johnson Space Center. Surface grids for the present and original grid systems are shown in Figure 10 . Freestream conditions for this case were: Mach n umber = 0.8, Alpha = 10.0 degrees, Reynolds number = 112,500/inch. The goal of this example was to perform a detailed comparison of the results with the new gridding scheme versus a manually created decomposition. Starting with a le containing the surface grids, input les were created for the HYPGEN hyperbolic volume grid generator, the domain connectivity code PEGASUS and the OVERFLOW o w solver using the OVERCHK code. Approximately 30 minutes of user time were required to create a volume grid system with no negative Jacobians. The 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics nal run to create all volume grids took less than 3 minutes on a Silicon Graphics 195MHz R10000 processor. The Cartesian background grid and far eld grid were created using the BOXGR module in OVER-GRID. Domain connectivity w as performed using the PEGASUS code (version 5.0b3) and required less than 2000 CPU seconds on a single processor of a Silicon Graphics Origin 2000.
The original grid system consists of 14 viscous zones, one Cartesian background grid and a far eld grid, with a t o t a l of 1.78 million grid points. The present grid system consists of 30 viscous zones, and the same Cartesian background grid and far eld grid used in the original grid system, with a total of 1.91 million grid points. Input les for the two grid systems used the same damping values and boundary conditions. Three levels of full multigrid were used to start both solutions. The original system used 100 iterations on each grid level while the present system required 200 iterations on the two coarser levels to successfully run past the initial startup transient. This is due to the smaller grid spacing in the present grids relative the original grid system and the fact that they have explicit boundary communications in high ow gradient regions. The CPU time required to run these additional iterations was less than three percent of the total time required for a solution. Subsequent to the initial startup, the same multigrid steps were used on both grid systems. The pitching moments for both solutions were converged to three decimal places within 450 iterations on the nest grid level. No convergence or stability problems were found in the spider web grids.
Each steady-state solution required approximately 34 hours of Cray J90 CPU time and 40 million words of memory. Another solution for this new grid system was performed at the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Facility at NASA Ames Research Center with a version of OVERFLOW optimized for the Silicon Graphics Origin 2000. Using 32 processors, this solution was converged in less than 1.5 wall clock hours. Elapsed time for this entire process, from PRO-ENGINEER IGES le to converged solution was about one and a half days for the present system, and three and a half days for the original system. Table 1 Figure 11 compares the centerline surface pressure coe cient for the two grid systems. In general, the comparison is quite good. The spider web grids in expansion regions appear to cause some minor local oscillations in pressure. Examples of these oscillations are at 125 inches, behind the canopy, and at 275 inches in the expansion around the lower portion of the X-38 base. The slight mismatch in the peak expansion location at 60-80 inches is primarily due to the lack o f a seam curve in the original grid system compared to the more accurate geometric representation in the new system. The pressure oscillation on the lower surface near 260 inches appears to be the result of a problem in the original grid system in an overlap region. The spider web grids do not appear to have any adverse e ect on the surface pressure distribution.
Integrated forces and moments for the two g r i d s y stems are compared in Table 2 . Both solutions underpredict C L and overpredict C D . The present results tend to underpredict expansion and compression peaks producing a lower C L value. This underprediction appears to be due to the present grid system's lower resolution in these regions. Both results are within the error bounds of the wind tunnel data. Points Table 2 . Comparison of force and moment c o e c i e n ts between original and present grid systems, and wind tunnel data.
Finned-store Con guration
The second example tested was a generic nnedstore which w as part of a generic wing/pylon/ nnedstore unsteady ow test case. 14 15 For this work, the 9 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics wing/pylon were not included in the calculation, and time accurate computations were performed on the stationary nned-store. The present and original grid systems are shown in Figure 12 . In the original system, a grid with two viscous directions was used to model the n/store junction. In the present grid system, collar grids 16 plus spider web grids with just one viscous direction were used instead. In this case, the SBLOCK code created satisfactory grids in the gaps between the seam grids. A steady state solution at Mach 0.6 and zero degree angle of attack w as created and used to start the time accurate simulation. The unsteady solution was performed using the OVERFLOW ow solver with 3 Newton subiterations per time step. No problems were found that were related to the singular axis point topology in the spider web grids. However, some problems were encountered with the original grid system's n grids where viscous spacing occurred in two directions. The ow solver overpredicted the pressure distribution on the leading edge of the ns compared to the present grid system. After modifying the n grids in the original system to use a collar grid topology with a single viscous direction, better agreement w as obtained between the original and present solutions. The same time step was used for the modi ed original and present solutions but its size was restricted by the less robust modi ed original system.
The solutions for the modi ed original system and the present system are compared in Figures 13 and 14 . For the unsteady run, it was found that the surface pressure has very little variation with time. e cient for the two grid systems at di erent time iterations. Despite the di erence in the time histories, the plots compare well indicating there may be only small unsteadiness. One source of such unsteadiness is found near the store nose where a stagnation point coincides with the application of axis boundary conditions. Figure 14 compares the surface pressure coe cient along a 45 degree cross-section through the store and ns for the two grid systems. The oscillation near the nose is not as prominent in this cross section cut and the overall agreement is fairly good. The source of the oscillation in the original grid system at the n tip leading and trailing edges appears to be the result of poor inter-grid communication due the minimal grid overlap and large grid resolution discrepancy between the n and n tip grids. This problem is further exacerbated by g r i d o verlap occurring close to an explicit axis boundary condition at the n tip. Such situations have b e e n i n tentionally avoided in the present grid system. When no sub-iterations were employed, both the original and present grid systems showed stability problems in the boundary layer at the nose singular axis and near the leading edges of the ns.
Concluding Remarks
A systematic procedure for surface domain decomposition and meshing of complex geometric features using overset structured grids has been presented. The algorithm has been implemented into a software tool called SEAMCR which alleviates the manual e ort needed for such a task. The procedure is essentially automatic starting from a multiple panel network description of the geometry. Care must be taken to ensure that the geometry description is trimmed and free of gaps, and that the seam curves meet at coincident points at the corners. Grid spacings on the seam curves and in the spider web grids have been constructed to be less than or equal to a global spacing parameter s g . By adjusting s g , a grid re nement study can be potentially achieved with ease.
Further improvements of the gridding scheme can be accomplished by developing a more sophisticated algorithm for determining marching distances from the seam curves such that more of the geometry surface is covered. More elaborate rules can be added to the seam corner classi cation procedure so that the singular point grid topology can be avoided for certain classes of situations. Appropriate grid clustering in the radial direction of the spider web grids may be considered based on the surface topology of the seam corner (convex, concave, or saddle).
The new gridding strategy creates surface grids with simple topologies which eases automation of the subsequent steps: volume grid generation, domain connectivity, a n d o w solution. Results from steady and unsteady ow computations indicate that the new gridding scheme does not appear to cause degradation in accuracy, stability, o r c o n vergence, as compared to previous gridding methods. The new procedures show that the entire computational analysis time can be reduced by about half. For more complex con gurations, the potential time savings should be even more significant.
